Abstract-Methods of structural identification of static systems with a vector input and several nonlinearities in the conditions of uncertainty are considered. We consider inputs irregular. The concept of structural space is introduced. In this space special structures (virtual portraits) are analy zed. The Ho lder condition is applied to construction of sector set, to wh ich belongs a virtual portrait of system of identification. Criteria of decision-making on a class of nonlinear functions on the basis of the analysis of pro ximity of sector sets are described. Procedures of an estimation of structural parameters of two classes of nonlinearit ies are stated: power and a hysteresis.
I. Introduction
Various approaches and methods are applied to identification of nonlinear static systems. In [1] [2] [3] the statistical methods based on the correlation and dispersive analysis are used. Application of adaptive methods of identification is considered in [4] . Wide application have genetic and network algorith ms [5, 6] and their combinations with various methods of approximation [7, 8] . In [9, 10] the aprio ristic information and the subs equent approximat ion on the set class of functions [2, 11, 12] is used. The choice of a class of nonlinear functions is not always given.
Difficult ies of structural identification of static objects explain following factors [13] : i) the system output is the integrated magnitude reflecting influence of set of input variables;
ii) absence of the methods, allowing to allocate necessary interrelat ions "input-output" for the purpose of classification of a form of nonlinearity. Approaches to an estimation of degree of nonlinearity of system are stated in [1, 3] . The solution of a problem of an estimation of degree of nonlinearity is a key to a choice of a class of nonlinear static models. It is based on application o f a co mplex mathe matical apparatus and do not allow to offer approaches to structural identification;
iii) attempt of the a priori representation of nonlinear structure [2, 14] on set of existing inputs within the limits of the parametrical approach demands a solution of a problem of a mu ltico llinearity [14] [15] [16] . The problem is co mplicated, and it's solution simple. It is exp lained by conditions of practical realization of models. Th is simp le decision (exception of dependent variables) is applied widely in real control systems. But such approach does not allow to solve a problem of structural identification. Unfortunately, such interrelation not always is understood and in existing methods practically is not considered; iv) application of parametrical methods on the specify class of polynomials [2, 17] . Efficiency of such approach depends on experience and intuition of the researcher. It demands performance of preliminary labour-consuming researches. Such approach does not allow to define nonlinearity structure in an explicit fo rm. Wide application of parametrical methods in problems of structural identificat ion explain their simp licity which in considered specific area not always givens effective results.
For the decision of the specified problems in [18] the methodology of structural identification of nonlinear static systems with a vector input in the conditions of uncertainty is offered. Systems can contain singlevalued and multip le-value nonlinearit ies. In [19] the method of structural identification of nonlinear static systems on a class of single-valued nonlinearit ies with a vector input in the conditions of uncertainty is o ffered. On its basis the algorithm of decision-making on nonlinearity structure is developed. The decision is searched in special structural space [18] . The approach to structural identification of nonlinear systems with a vector input [18] has allo wed to make the decision in the conditions of a mult icollinearity [14] . Despite essential advancement in the given direction of researches there is a set of problems of structural identificat ion of nonlinear systems.
One of such problems is decision-making in systems of structural identification about a class of nonlinear functions. The given problem in the conditions of u ncertainty was not studied.
S . Analyzing sector sets, we make the decision of a class of nonlinear functions (single-valued or multip le-valued). Unlike [18, 20] for construction of sector we use a Holder condition. Further we describe the criteria of decisionmaking, based on the theory of proximity of sets, and procedures of an estimation o f structural parameters of nonlinear functions.
II. Problem Statement
Consider the system, described by the equation 
For (1), (2) the information set is known
and mapping corresponding to it
describing an observable information portrait [18] .
It is necessary on the basis of the analysis (3) and o  to estimate structure of vector function ( , ) f U n .
III. Set for Estimation
( , ) f U n For data acquisition for the decision of a problem of structural identification ( , ) f U n we will use the approach offered in [18, 20] . Consider a variab le 
As norm in (5) we use a maximu m of the module of a difference of coordinates. 
, 
.
For each structure
where ,
 define by means of a least-squares method. We will designate coefficients of determination for secants , 
Statement. Let for object (1), (2) Definiti on 1 [18, 20] . The structure
Depending on properties of studied system we the
can be analyzed also.
by mappings (7), and secants corresponding to them (8) are set; 2) the condition (9) Further we will use concept of proximity between sets. Pro ximity estimation between sets receives on the basis of application of several approaches [22] . They are based as on topological, and metric pro ximity. Various metric approaches to a proximity estimation are 
Describe the approach to structural identification 
 
and define a coefficient of determination 
where 1 0  is some size, 2 *  is defined fro m a condition (15) .
The proof of the theorem 3 is based on application of the theorem 3.6 [18] .
The condition (18) allows making the decision on a form 1 
Case
For hysteresis use two parameters [26] : Theorem 5 [18, 25] . Let 2, 2,
 is an interval of growth function 2 
VI. Sector Sets in Systems with the Distributed Lag
On the basis of the analysis of sector sets (SS) [18, 20] we can make the decision on a nonlinearity class. Despite complexities their construction for irregular inputs SS allo w to solve problems of structural identif ication of nonlinear static systems. Attempts to extend this approach on systems with the distributed lag have appeared unsuccessful. Exp lain it to that the distributed lag is result of the decision of difference equations. Received decisions are somewhat appro ximate to a variable which is a basis for reception of a lag. Therefore SS in structural space for a base variable and its lags will differ not strongly. It does not allo w developing effective algorith ms of decision-making. Presence of the distributed lags on variables n y , is the reason of decrease a coefficient of determination between input variables and a system output.
VII. Example
Consider object (1), (2) So, results of modelling have confirmed efficiency of the offered methods and algorithms.
VIII. Conclusion
We are offered methods of structural identification of static systems with a vector input and several nonlinearities in the conditions of uncertainty. The problem decision is searched in special structural space. Virtual portraits of a state of a nonlinear part of system are work in. For the analysis of v irtual portraits we have offered sector sets (SS). Criteria of a belonging of nonlinearity are offered a class of single-valued or mult iple-valued nonlinearities. They are based on the proximity analysis SS. The received results are applied to structural identification of system by saturation and a power function. Results of modelling confirm efficiency of the offered approach.
